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Kashaya, an endangered Pomoan language of northern California, has an iambic stress pattern, assigned within words and phrases. Accent regularly shifts rightward from a (CV:) foot onto the following foot, including opaque contexts when length is lost or moved by other processes. This paper brings into the analysis a class of lexical triggers of accent shift: specific stems with no long vowels on the surface that nonetheless also trigger this shift. I propose an analysis of all varieties of accent shift as alignment of constituents, requiring the head foot to follow the triggering foot. Particular evidence for alignment comes from the fact that it is blocked by phrasal resyllabification of a word-final consonant. I argue for a unified analysis of all cases that employs a diacritic at the level of the foot, which also provides an account for opacity.

Section 1 presents the basic facts of iambic footing in Kashaya. Section 2 illustrates the shift of accent from a foot consisting of a long vowel, and section 3 describes the lexically determined shift from certain stems ending in CVC. Section 4 considers analogous accent shift in several other languages, along with the ways they have been analyzed in previous work. Section 5 argues for a treatment of the Kashaya pattern as alignment of prosodic constituents, supported in section 6 by the effect of resyllabification of a word-final consonant. Section 7 proposes that the diacritic encoding lexical accent shift should be the formal mechanism for all accent triggers. Section 8 is a brief conclusion.

In this paper I largely assume an Optimality Theory approach (Prince & Smolensky 2004), and typically refer to constraints; but reference to the edges of feet can also be formulated in other theories. Due to space limitations, I am not able to present tableaux illustrating the analysis.

1 Kashaya footing

In Kashaya, iambics are assigned from left to right. Footing is iterative, as evidenced by iambic lengthening (Oswalt 1961, 1988; Buckley 1994a,b, 1997). The first syllable is extrametrical by default, but this is blocked if the root is monosyllabic and unprefixed – essentially, at least one root vowel must be footed. I focus on words with syllable extrametricality, but also show monosyllabic root examples when relevant.

1.1 Stress within a word

Lexical footing determines the location of iambic lengthening. When a word is uttered by itself, or patterns as a complete phonological phrase in a larger utterance, this footing also determines the location of accent. Given an initial extrametrical syllable, pitch accent [′] falls on the second syllable if it is heavy (1a, 2a), otherwise on the third syllable (1b, 2b).

(1) a. /cuʔdan-tʰu-meʔ/     <cuʔ>(dán)(tʰumeʔ)     ‘don’t shoot! PL’
   b. /cuʔdan-ad-u/        <cuʔ>(daná:)du     ‘to keep shooting’

(2) a. /cahci-hqa-w/       <cah>(cíh)(qaw)     ‘to place in a seated position’
   b. /cahci-meʔ/>         <cah>(ciméʔ)      ‘sit down! IN-LAW’

* Examples are drawn from Oswalt (1961, 1964) and his unpublished dictionary and field notes, housed in the California Language Archive at the University of California, Berkeley, as well as fieldwork by the author. In the orthography used by Oswalt and followed here, c is realized as the affricate [ʃ], dotted t is an apico-alveolar stop, and plain t is lamino-dental; but I depart from Oswalt in using [:] rather than [·] for vowel length. The phonological analysis is based on Buckley (1994a, et seq.). Collection of some data cited here was supported by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities: Documenting Endangered Languages program.
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1.2 *Stress within a phrase* Stress is often assigned across two or more words, or to a word and one or more following clitics (Buckley & Gluckman 2012). This is distinct from lexical footing, in particular for words beyond the first in the phrase; iambic lengthening depends on word-internal feet. Once again, when the first word has syllable extrametricality, accent falls on the second or third syllable; but phrasally, the accented syllable is often on the second word of the phrase, or on a clitic.

(3) a. /bihše he\(^c\)oyic\(^{/t}\)/ <bih>(šē)(c\(^c\)oyi\(^{t}\)) 'the deer died’
   b. /bihše bo\(^k\)o-\(^k\)e/ <bih>(šèbò)(\(^t\)o\(^{k}\)e) ‘will hunt deer’

(4) a. /sima =ltow/ <si>(mál)(tow) ‘during sleep’
   b. /sima m\(^t\)i-\(^t\)u/ <sí>(mámi)(ti:to) ‘to lie asleep on the ground’

I assume a basic stratal architecture, with Stem, Word, and Phrase levels (Kiparsky 2000; Bermúdez-Otero 2011). Lexical footing is assigned at the Stem and Word levels (with iambic lengthening only at the Stem level); at the Phrase level, new footing is assigned and lengthening does not apply.

2 *Accent shift with a long vowel*

If the leftmost foot is (CV\(_{\cdot}\)), pitch accent falls on the following foot instead. Since this occurs in combination with syllable extrametricality, the result is accent on the third or fourth syllable, depending on the weight of the third syllable. The skipped (CV\(_{\cdot}\)) is a nonbranching foot, parallel in basic structure to the (CVC) that takes the accent in examples such as (1a).

2.1 *Within a word* If a word is sufficiently long, the accent shifts onto a foot that is located within the same word as the long vowel that causes the shift. The locus of shift is marked throughout this paper with a right-pointing diacritic - following the foot on which accent would otherwise be expected to fall.

(5) a. /dase:-wa-em/ <da>(se:)\(^\_\)\(^\w\)(wám) ‘I see (you’re) washing it’
   b. /dase:-wet/ <da>(se:)\(^\_\)\(^\w\)(wet) ‘although (I) washed it’

(6) a. /mat\(^a\)=-qa-ic\(^{-t}\)ur\(^t\)/ <ma>(t\(^a\))(qá\(^t\))(t\(^u\)) ‘don’t let it hex you!’
   b. /mat\(^a\)=-wi-y-e: to/ <ma>(t\(^a\))(wiyé:to) ‘it hexed me’

2.2 *Within a phrase* Accent shift within a phrase – where the (CV\(_{\cdot}\)) foot is penultimate or final in the first word – is quite common, and frequent evidence for a phrasal accent domain.

(7) a. /\(^t\)ima:ta =\(^t\)yow-a-em/ <\(^t\)i>(ma:)(\(^t\)á\(^t\))(yowam) ‘the former woman SUBJ’
   b. /\(^t\)ima:ta na\(^s\)oya/ <\(^t\)i>(ma:)(táná)(\(^s\)oya) ‘young woman’

(8) a. /qahwe: wahqa-qa =\(^t\)/ <qah>(we:)(wáh)(qaqa) ‘must have swallowed gum’
   b. /qahwe: qac-id-u/ <qah>(we:)(qaci:du) ‘to ask for gum’

If multiple (CV\(_{\cdot}\)) feet occur in sequence, only the first is skipped; in other words, accent shift is not iterative.

(9) a. /hadu: ma:due-ya-em/ <ha>(du:)(má:)(du?)(yam) ‘came home different’
   b. /\(^t\)iba: da-ibic-qa-w/ <\(^t\)i>(ba:)(dá:)(bic:)(qaw) ‘went elsewhere PL’
   c. /kulu: =\(^s\)a: =\(^t\)=e: ma/ <\(^s\)a:>(\(^t\)=e:)(\(^s\)a:)(\(^t\)=e:)(má:ma) ‘you’re an expert woodsman’
   d. /\(^t\)ama: \(^t\)i: ma:ca\(^k\)k\(^e\)/ <\(^t\)a>(ma:)(\(^t\)i:)(ma:)(ca:)(k\(^k\)k\(^e\)) ‘everything of theirs’

This lack of iterativity rules out an analysis that simply avoids accent on all (CV\(_{\cdot}\)) feet, without any countervailing pressure to keep the accent close to the left edge.

The non-iterative nature of accent shift is a central reason that it has been analyzed in past work as foot extrametricality (Buckley 1994a, et seq.), since extrametricality is standardly limited to one constituent by
the Peripherality Condition, or constrained by minimal violation of left-alignment. By the same token, a rule of rightward accent shift that applies one time would also have this non-iterative effect; that is roughly the pre-generative approach of Oswalt (1961).

It can be noted here that accent does fall on a domain-initial (CV:) foot when it is the only stressful element, as when relevant words occur in isolation (10a). However, accent will shift from (CV:) onto a light syllable where available, forcing the creation of a degenerate, monomoraic foot (10b).

(10) a. /<qahwe:/> 'pitch, gum'  
   b. /<nimta:/> 'woman'

2.3 Accentual domain One can imagine two essential ways of analyzing accent shift, depending on its relation to stress. The primary stress (marked by ’ here) might shift, presumably by exclusion of the first foot from the metrical domain for End Rule Left, and the accent is assigned to that main stress (11a); or the main stress might remain in place, and the accent moves to the next foot within the domain, presumably as a tonal process (11b).

(11) a. ma (ˈaː) [( wi ˈyː) to ]  
   b. ma [(ˈaː) (wi ˈyː) to ]

Note that syllable extrametricality, in both scenarios, is expressed as exclusion of the initial syllable /ma/ from the domain of footing; see Buckley (1994a,b, 1997, 2009) for formal analyses.

In (11a), accent shift is treated as extrametricality of the foot (Buckley 1994a, et seq.), but this is more difficult to formalize than more typical cases: it is not just any leftmost foot that is skipped, but (CV:) specifically. The extrametricality also occurs at a higher level of structure than syllable extrametricality, so it is not quite as apparent which domain the foot is excluded from. One approach is found in Buckley (1997): “Align the left edge of a line 2 constituent with the right edge of a CV: foot.”

More generally, foot extrametricality is problematic as a component of the theory: few proposed examples exist, and it should perhaps be abandoned as an option (McCarthy 2003). There is also limited evidence for cumulativity or “chaining” of extrametricality at different levels (Hayes 1995), as required if Kashaya has it at both the syllable and foot levels.

The representation in (11b) does not involve exclusion from the accent domain, but requires some constraint disfavoring placement of accent on the leftmost foot. For this simple example, a constraint such as *(CV:) would successfully favor shift to the second, branching foot. But as shown in (9), accent shift in Kashaya is not iterative; a constraint against accent on any (CV:) would predict accent on the leftmost foot that is not (CV:), such as *(<a>(du:)<(ma:)<(dù?)<(yam)), in the absence of a constraint against moving too far from the left edge of the domain.

A related issue is that accent does not skip more than one foot under any circumstances, whether there is an intervening (CV:) foot or not.

(12) a. /<cuʔ-bu-cu-bu-ad-ela/> '<I walk directionlessly'  
   b. /<pʰala qata:ma-ic’-wac’-ʔ/> 'to keep waking up again PL'

This observation has implications for the analysis I will eventually propose, formulated as accent on a foot following certain feet, including (CV:). But these facts, as well as the lack of iterativity, can both be accounted for by an effect comparable to the Peripherality Condition, which permits extrametricality only on single constituents at the edge of a domain.

Rather than appealing to extrametricality per se, however, I assume two things. First, accent shift involves exclusion of a foot from the domain in which accent is assigned to the leftmost foot, as in (11a). This assumption is consistent with unviolated End Rule Left, defined with respect to that domain – which can be considered the Accent Phrase – as well as linking of the tonal accent to the primary stress of this phrase. Second, we must have a constraint that prevents exclusion of more than one foot from the phrase;
2.4 Opaque accent shift Opacity in Kashaya, where (CV:) is not present on the surface, leads to particular complications. A long vowel (13a) regularly shortens in a closed syllable (13b,c), but still causes accent shift – despite having an identical surface syllable structure to a verb with an underlying short vowel, as in (14).

(13) a. $$/šula:m-iʔba/$$<8u>(la:')(máʔ)ba$$‘would get sick’
    b. $$/šula:m-qa-em/$$<8u>(lam)'(qám)$$‘the one who seems sick NOM’
    c. $$/šula:m-wi-y-e:/$$<8u>(lam)'(wiyé):to$$‘I got sick’

(14) $$/dút’am-wi-y-e:/$$<du>(t’ám)(wiyé):to$$‘more keep coming to me’

Second, in the process that Buckley (1994a,b) calls FOOT FLIPPING, a domain-initial expected (CV:) followed by underlying CV surfaces as a perfect iamb (CVCV:), but with accent shift. This occurs only in derived environments in verbs and only at the Stem stratum.

(15) a. $$/šula:m-adad-pʰi/$$<8u>(lama:')(dán’)pʰi$$‘after getting progressively sicker’
    b. $$/šula:m-ad-uced-u/$$<8u>(lama:)’(ducé):du$$‘to keep getting sick’

(16) $$/ho’t’am-ad-uced-u/$$<ho>(t’ámá:)(duce:):du$$‘to keep getting warm’

Compare (15b) to the underlying short vowel in (16); the second verb has the same distribution of surface vowel length, thanks to iambic lengthening, but there is no accent shift.

Buckley (1994a,b) provides an ordered-rule analysis in which temporary, ill-formed (CV:CV) is assigned foot extrametricality, and then the vowel length moves to the second syllable to repair the structure. In an OT framework, Buckley (1999) suggests that this is a form of paradigm uniformity (output-output correspondence) emerging from the transparent accent shift found in related forms like (13a).

3 Accent shift with final CVC

Since in stems like $$/šula:m-/$$ the long vowel often surfaces, the learner has good evidence for underlying length. But in addition to this phonologically determined accent shift, there is also shift from CVC syllables in around twenty stems that provide no surface motivation for a long vowel.

3.1 Disyllables A disyllabic stem ending in a CVC syllable is normally stressed on that second syllable; the first syllable is extrametrical and CVC forms a nonbranching foot. As expected, stress falls on the first word rather than on a following clitic or word.

(17) a. $$/yahmo’t,yae^bma/$$<yah>(móʔ)(yae^b)ma$$‘mountain lion AGT.PL’
    b. $$/kilak^b,yacol/$$<ki>(lák^b)(yacol)$$‘eagle AGT.OBJ’

(18) a. $$/behem,šihp^a/a/$$<be>(hém)(sih)p^a$$‘pepperwood leaf’
    b. $$/hiʔ’tiʔ,q^a,ale/$$<hiʔ>(tiʔ)(q^a)ale$$‘thorny plant’
    c. $$/haʔal,hiʔ,baya/$$<ha>(ʔal)(hiʔ)(baya)$$‘that man OBJ’

But some such stems show regular accent shift from the final CVC to the next foot, whether it is branching or not. This includes the very common word $$/tacac/$$ with the meanings ‘person, man, Indian’. For clarity, these stems are marked with the diacritic ‘\’ in the underlying representation.

(19) a. $$/tacac^\’=yae^bma/$$<ʔa>(caʔ)(yae^b)ma$$‘person AGT.PL’
    b. $$/tacac^\’=yacoʔ,k^b,e/$$<ʔa>(caʔ)(yacoʔ)(k^b)e$$‘person AGT.BEN’
human fetus. And third, based on associated forms that Oswalt cites, the full stem behaves metrically as a mono
obscure (thus of little help to a child learner) and usually refers to the development of an embryo in an egg rather than a
difficulties. First, /

3.2 Monosyllables The same phenomenon occurs with certain monosyllabic CVC roots as well. In this
case there is no syllable extrametricality, but the relation to the following clitic or word is the same.

3.3 Accent shift and vowel length These words ending in CVC that show accent shift never have a
surface long vowel; they are not verbs, so they lack the necessary alternations under suffixation as seen for
stems like /sula:m/- in (13). But that is Oswalt’s treatment of them; he posits the equivalent of /taca:c/, /cale:l/, /k'is/, etc. as the underlying forms. Buckley (1994a) adopts this approach as well. In this analysis,
the long vowel triggers accent shift in the same way as a surface long vowel, but always undergoes closed-
syllable shortening. This characterization is not quite the same as the opacity in some realizations of
/sula:m/-, where a particular morpheme surfaces in other contexts with a long vowel; here the underlying
long vowel is fully abstract and never surfaces in any realization of the morpheme.¹

In addition, this abstract analysis makes an incorrect prediction about the distribution of accent shift.
Specifically, accent shift from a CVC syllable occurs only in word-final position. If abstract long vowels
exist in the language – that is, underlying /CV:C/ that always shortens after accent has shifted – then it
should also be possible word-externally. Consider /ima:ta/ ‘woman’ that has phonologically transparent
accent shift in <ma:(ta:))(mu ‘it’s a woman’, as well as opaque /sula:m-qa-em- ‘the one who seems
sick SUBJ’ that triggers accent shift but surfaces with a short vowel in <stu:>(qam). Freely distributed
abstract long vowels would predict forms such as *?ima:nta/, where no alternation will allow the long
vowel to surface, but it could be inferred from accent shift in a phrase such as *<mu Yet no
such words exist; medial CVC in a trisyllabic stem always takes the accent, as in <sah>(p’en)ta
‘bluebird’. To capture this restriction, accent shift must make reference in some way to the right edge of a
word, as post-accentuation. Before pursuing this analysis, let us consider previous treatments of similar
patterns in other languages.

¹ In his manuscript dictionary, Oswalt (2005) lists a verb /taca:c’am- ‘embryo start to develop’ and gives a possible
origin in the noun /taca:c/ ‘person’ plus the suffix /-am- ‘become’; this suffix is found in some verbs derived from
nouns and adjectives, such as /bu:tuca:m/- ‘become thin’ and /balay-am/- ‘become bloodshot’ (with /balay/ ‘blood’). If
correct, this would provide a surface realization of the long vowel in proposed /taca:c/, but there are several
difficulties. First, /-am/ does not otherwise glottalize a preceding consonant as in this verb. Second, this word is rather
obscure (thus of little help to a child learner) and usually refers to the development of an embryo in an egg rather than a
human fetus. And third, based on associated forms that Oswalt cites, the full stem behaves metrically as a mono-
morpheme (i.e., it does not undergo the foot flipping of Buckley 1994). At any rate, none of the other words with final
CVC accent shift have a potentially related form where the long vowel surfaces.
4 Pre- and post-accentuation

Since accent shift in Kashaya results in accent on the foot that immediately follows a particular stem, it is a variety of post-accentuation. This phenomenon occurs in a range of languages, whether affecting the preceding or following string; a few are described here, along with some previous analyses.

4.1 Japanese A number of morphemes in Japanese induce accent on an adjacent syllable (Poser 1984). More common are pre-accenting suffixes, such as /-ke/ that is added to family names and conveys the meaning ‘family bearing that name’. Since accent is realized in Japanese by a drop from H to L tone, it is marked here by a following the relevant vowel.

(24) a. /yosida + ˈke/ yosida-ke ‘Yoshida family’
   b. /nisimura + ˈke/ nisimura-ke ‘Nishimura family’

Notice that the accentual properties of the name when pronounced independently, which may be located on a specific syllable or entirely absent for unaccented names, are replaced by an accent preceding the suffix.

Although less common, there are also prefixes in Japanese that induce accent on the following syllable, including /ma-/ ‘true’. This is a closer analogy to Kashaya.

(25) a. /maʼ + minami/ ma-miˈnami ‘due south’
   b. /maʼ + yonaka/ ma-yoˈnaka ‘dead of night’

Poser treats these affixes as INVISIBLE to accent assignment, which is then placed on the final or initial syllable of the visible domain. This is equivalent to the use of foot extrametricality for accent shift in Kashaya, as in Buckley (1994a,b, 1997), or perhaps the exclusion of the foot from the Accent Phrase.

A quite different approach is taken by Alderete (1999). Using the framework of Optimality Theory, he posits local ANTI-FAITHFULNESS, a transderivational (output-output) correspondence relation: the affixed stem must differ from its prominence realization in other contexts. Due to locality, this difference occurs adjacent to the triggering affix, and thus the adjacent syllable (following a prefix or preceding a suffix) bears the accent that yields the different accent pattern. The same kind of analysis cannot be applied to Kashaya for the simple reason that Kashaya is not “base-mutating” as in Japanese and in most of Alderete’s other cases; rather, the accentual property is realized in whatever element happens to follow the triggering foot, and cannot normally be construed as its base. Given that this occurs at the phrasal level, in fact, the following element cannot form part of a paradigm with the trigger.

4.2 Turkish Turkish stress is final in the word by default, but some suffixes induce stress on the preceding syllable, even if many other suffixes follow. In other words, they are pre-accenting.

(26) a. /kara-la-di-niz/ karaladıˈniz ‘you PL blackened (it)’
   b. /kara-laˈma-di-niz/ karalamanidiniz ‘you PL didn’t blacken (it)’

When more than one such suffix is present, the leftmost determines the location of stress; there is no limit to the distance of stress from default edge, unlike in Kashaya.

Poser (1984) analyzes this as EXTENDED INVISIBILITY, which can apply to multiple syllables; all are excluded from the domain of accentuation. Similarly, Kabak & Vogel (2001) treat pre-accentuation as a prosodic word (PrWd) boundary that falls before the suffix, with stress assigned to the final syllable of the PrWd domain.

(27) a. /kara-la-di-niz/ [karaladıˈniz]PrWd
   b. /kara-laˈma-di-niz/ [karalamaˈniz]PrWd

This pattern is not equivalent to that in Kashaya, since it would have the potential to exclude multiple (CV:) feet; but accent shift in Kashaya is not iterative, as illustrated in (9), and a non-peripheral (CV:) has no
effect (10). The PrWd analysis would have the same erroneous effect as a constraint *(CV:), seeking the leftmost foot that does not have this shape.

Inkelas & Orgun (1998, 2003) posit a prespecified trochaic foot as the representation of Turkish preaccentuation; since the weak branch of a left-headed trochee aligns with the suffix, the head of the foot aligns with the preceding syllable and the stress occurs there.

(28) /kara-la('ma)-di-niz/ kara('lama)diniz

In Kashaya, by contrast, it is the foot itself that is subject to this alignment, so the accented foot cannot overlap with the triggering morpheme.

4.3 Russian Accent in Russian nouns follows a variety of complex patterns, as discussed for example by Melvold (1989); here I mention three types. In some nouns (‘cow’) the accent is always on the same stem vowel; in others (‘beard’) it falls on an accented suffix such as the nominative singular, otherwise on the first syllable; and in still others (‘lady’) it is on the first vowel of a suffix, whether that suffix otherwise has the property of attracting the stress (nominative singular) or does not (nominative plural).

(29) ‘cow’ ‘beard’ ‘lady’
a. koˈrov-a  borod-ˈa  gospož-ˈa  NOM. SG.
b. koˈrov-i  ′borod-i  ′gospož-i  NOM. PL.

The pattern of ‘lady’ is post-accenting, and somewhat analogous to the Kashaya facts. Melvold (1989) analyzes the post-accenting pattern as a kind of shifting stress; the accent is lexically at the end of the stem, but moves rightward onto the suffix by means of a specific rule. This might be compared to a process in Kashaya that moves an accentual H tone from the stem-final foot (or a CV: foot) to the next foot head.

Idsardi (1992) embodies an explicitly post-accenting formalism: a final left bracket in the metrical representation of the word, xx ( ). The left parenthesis is also used, in different locations, to represent fixed stress on a stem, which would be x (x or (xx depending on the place of the stress in a disyllable. This is equivalent to alignment in OT, at least for a bracket at an edge, rather than internally. Alderete (1999), in a similar vein, posits a constraint enforcing post-stem prominence, or ALIGN(PROM, L; Stem, R). Kashaya, on the other hand, would require alignment with the head foot as a constituent rather than with a prominence (a stressed or accented syllable), since the shifted accent can fall two syllables away if the foot is branching.

5 Kashaya post-accentuation

As shown in section 3, Kashaya lexicalized accent shift occurs only stem-finally, which confirms a connection to the word edge. I propose to analyze this as post-accentuation: a requirement that the accent or accentual domain follow a certain element. Ultimately, this will be expressed as a triggering property of a foot rather than a stem edge. More broadly, there are two possible sources of accent shift in Kashaya: a foot that consists of a syllable with a long vowel, or a lexeme that bears an idiosyncratic property. I argue for a unified analysis of the two cases.

5.1 Idiosyncratic accent shift as alignment To capture the idiosyncratic behavior of stems such as /ˈtacac/, alignment must respond somehow to lexical marking on such stems. The alignment refers not just to “some foot”: that is expected anyway in most cases, since the heavy syllable would be final in an iambic foot. Rather, it must refer to the foot that bears the shifted accent. For reasons discussed in section 2.3, I treat this as the primary stress foot, or the head foot; accent is then assigned to this foot because of its status as head. For simplicity, I refer to the constraint as POST-ACCENT, and will discuss two specific forms. The first requires that the right edge of the stem be aligned with the left edge of the head foot, but only for those stems that are lexically marked as inducing accent shift, labeled here as Stem°. See Pater (2007) for a similar use of alignment specific to lexically indexed morphemes.

(30) POST-ACCENT-STEM ALIGN(Stem°, R; HeadFoot, L)
The result is similar in effect to extrametricality, but it has a somewhat different basis. In particular, whereas extrametricality at the foot level would simply exclude a foot from the domain in which the head foot is determined, POST-ACCENT makes direct reference to the location of the head foot. High ranking of ENDRULE-LEFT ensures that the Accent Phrase is also aligned in that position.

5.2 Regular accent shift as alignment For accent shift from a (CV:) foot, the trigger is phonologically identifiable. A constraint might therefore require that the right edge of a (CV:) foot align with the left edge of the head foot, i.e. ALIGN((CV):h, R; HeadFoot, L). This differs from POST-ACCENT only in the first argument, which raises a new possibility. Suppose that a single constraint is responsible for all accent shift in Kashaya. This would have to be formulated with a foot in the first argument, since many instances of (CV:) are not stem-final, for example /ʔima:ta/; whereas all stems that trigger idiosyncratic shift (such as /ʔacac/) also end in a foot. This further entails that the diacritic “ that shifts accent is a property of a foot. Consider this new, slightly different formulation.

(31) POST-ACCENT-FOOT ALIGN(Foot*, R; HeadFoot, L)

This approach requires that certain feet in the representation acquire a diacritic that causes POST-ACCENT to have force. There are two major sources of the diacritic: a lexically marked stem (such as /ʔacac/), and CV: content in the foot (as in /ʔima:ta/). But beyond the transparent cases of surface (CV:), a diacritic presents the possibility of handling the two sorts of opacity discussed in section 2.4: closed-syllable shortening and foot flipping.

Previous analyses, in both ordered-rule and surface-constraint models (Buckley 1994a,b, 1997, 2017), have relied on the presence of a long vowel as a proximate cause of accent shift – for example, applying accent shift before a long vowel is shortened in a closed syllable, or referring by output-output correspondence to the extrametricality of a foot in a related word form. A diacritic opens up a new possibility, namely that (in ordered steps) the diacritic could be assigned early in the derivation and that is what persists, rather than the long vowel itself; or (in OT) the shared property across related forms is the diacritic rather than its effect of accent shift. Space limitations preclude pursuing these ideas in detail, but it should be clear that use of a diacritic, beyond its role in uniting the lexical and phonological triggers of accent shift, could also simplify the treatment of opaque accent shift.

6 Resyllabification

In this section I show that when the final consonant of an accent-shifting foot or stem resyllabifies into the next syllable, post-accentuation disappears. This supports the alignment analysis of accent shift.

6.1 Glottalizing clitics Many enclitics in Kashaya begin with a glottal stop. It surfaces as the consonant /ʔ/ when the preceding word ends in a vowel.

(32) a. /hayu =ʔemu/ <ha>(yuʔe)mu ‘the dog SUBJ’
   b. /bihše =ʔ-yow-a-el/ <bih>(šéʔ)(yowal) ‘the one that was a deer OBJ’

The glottal stop interacts predictably with a preceding consonant. If that consonant is a stop or affricate, the glottal stop merges with it to form a single ejective segment (33); otherwise, the glottalization disappears (34). In either case, the clitic forms a single syllabification and footing domain with the preceding material, so the stem-final consonant can surface as an onset (where glottalized sonorants are prohibited).

(33) a. /yahmoṭ =ʔemu/ <yah>(mot’è)mu ‘the mountain lion SUBJ’
   b. /wayac =ʔ-ins’e: mu/ <wa>(yac’in)(s’è:)mu ‘it must be a fish net’
   c. /hayu =c’ot =ʔ-e: ?a/ <ha>(yuc’ō)(t’e):ʔa ‘I don’t have a dog’

(34) a. /ciʔdom =ʔemu/ <ciʔ>(domé)mu ‘the flower SUBJ’
   b. /meʔe =t’in =ʔ-e: mu/ <me>(ʔet’h)(ne:)μu ‘he is not your father’
   c. /biʔda bāt’h=ʔel =ʔe =li/ <biʔ>(dabāh)(t’e)lèli ‘where the river is’
The initial consonant /ʔ/ can often be identified with the assertive morpheme, historically a reduced form of the verb /ʔi-/ ‘be’. It sometimes serves a copular function but often appears merely to host a verb suffix or other clitic. For example, /=ʔinsʔ/ is clearly the assertive plus the regular suppositional verb suffix /-ims/>. It is less clear whether case-marking demonstratives such as /=ʔemu/ contain the assertive, though this is the position of Oswalt (1961).

When the suffix that follows the assertive is consonant-initial, and the preceding segment is also a consonant, a vowel /i/ surfaces in place of the glottal stop. Buckley (1994a) analyses this as epenthesis in the three-consonant cluster /CʔC/, followed by the regular outcome of post-consonantal /ʔ/, including glottalization. For present purposes, however, I include the surface /i/ in the underlying form of the clitic; this assumption does not meaningfully alter the analysis, since the clitic-initial sequence /ʔi/ shows the same behavior as the sequence /ʔe/ that cannot be treated as epenthesis.

(35) a. /qʰaʔbeqʰac =ʔi-yow-a-el/ <qʰaʔ-(beqʰá)(c’yo)(wal) ‘the former sharp-skinned hawk OBJ’
   b. /bahcil =ʔi-yow-a-em/ <bah>(cili)(yowam) ‘those who were far away SUBJ’

6.2 Loss of accent shift A striking property of the resyllabification that occurs with a glottalizing clitic – not previously discussed in the literature – is that any effect of accent shift is lost. This is true whether the preceding syllable contains a clearly motivated underlying long vowel (36) or is an idiosyncratic lexical item (37). Both cases pattern just like the non-shifting stems in (33) and (34).

(36) a. /šula:mʔ =ʔi-yow-a-em/ <šu>(lam)(yowam) ‘the one who was sick SUBJ’
   *<šu>(la)(miyó)(wam) ‘apparently protected’
   b. /mace:-w =ʔi-qan/ <ma>(cewi)(qan) ‘the person SUBJ’
   *<ma>(ce)(wiqân)

(37) a. /ʔacacʔ =ʔemu/ <ʔa>(cac’e)mu ‘the person SUBJ’
   *<ʔa>(ca)’(cému)
   b. /ʔacacʔ =ʔi-yow-a-el/ <ʔa>(cac’i)(yowal) ‘the former person OBJ’
   *<ʔa>(ca)’(ciyó)(wal)

The verbs in (36) have closed-syllable shortening due to the absolutive suffix /-ʔ/ or /-w/ that is added to the stem; any opacity in accent shift would be similar to that found in cases such as (13). But in this context there is no opacity; the expected accent shift does not occur in the presence of resyllabification.

6.3 Role of resyllabification I argue that the loss of accent shift is the straightforward result of resyllabification. Lexemes such as /ʔacac/ require post-accentuation, but this effect is mediated by prosody, akin to crisp edges (Ito & Mester 1999). The right edge of /ʔacac/, whether interpreted as the stem directly or a foot that itself is normally aligned with the stem, cannot remain right-aligned with a foot if the final segment resyllabifies into the onset of the following syllable. Undominated onset means that post-accent cannot be satisfied, rendering it inert. This is true without even taking into account the effect of glottal fusion, which further obscures the boundary between the stem and the clitic. The same insight seems unavailable in other approaches, whether extrametricality or tone shift, since they do not rely on the right edge of the constituent that is responsible for accent shift.

It is noteworthy that the underlying long vowel fails to surface even in the open syllable that arises after resyllabification. If (CV:) persists long enough to cause accent shift here (as in the approach of Buckley 1994a,b), why is the length absent? But these facts make sense under the diacritics analysis, which does not rely on the continued presence of (CV:) to condition the accent shift; instead, the length is generally lost before the Phrase level.

(38) a. /šula:mʔ bane-maducʔ-ʔ/ <šu>(lam)’(bané)(ma:)(duʔ) ‘arrived and fell down sick’
   b. /šula:mʔ =ʔi-yow-a-el/ <šu>(lam)(yowal) ‘the one who was sick OBJ’
This outcome emphasizes the dubiousness of length as the direct trigger of accent shift: where a long vowel cannot surface (in a closed syllable), the accent shifts; but in a location where it could surface (before a glottal clitic), the length disappears and the accent does not shift.

7 A unified analysis

At first glance, we find disjunct loci of accent shift: the right edge of certain stems, and the right edge of (CV:) feet. There is also considerable opacity: accent shift triggered by (CVC) that arises from closed-syllable shortening, and by (CVC:) that results from underlying CV: + CV by foot flipping. But in every case, the trigger corresponds to the right edge of a foot. And since the nature of accent shift is that it requires accent on the following foot, it is reasonable to suppose that the trigger is a foot in all cases.

7.1 Feet and diacritics The transparent accent shift from (CV:) feet is already rather unusual cross-linguistically – accent is normally attracted to long vowels – so it is perhaps not surprising it might require a somewhat ad-hoc solution in Kashaya: a diacritic on the foot, activating an alignment constraint. This involves an interaction with another foot, of course, so it occurs at the same prosodic level. The remaining cases can all take the same approach, i.e. a diacritic on a foot. This addresses the opacity problem, since the proximate trigger of accent shift is the diacritic, not the vowel length that may have been eliminated by the time the accent shift occurs (often at the Phrasal level).

For lexical triggers like /tacac/, the right stem boundary is also a foot boundary: all these stems end in CVC, which in turn must always be final in a quantity-sensitive iambic foot. The lexical diacritic actually associates with this foot, thanks to the perfect right-alignment of the stem and the foot that is usually true. But post-accentuation occurs only if that foot maintains its integrity. More specifically, material can be added, as in the closed-syllable shortening in (40b) and (41b).

In contrast, material cannot moved out of the foot (as in resyllabification) without forcing creation of new foot structure: loss of the coda consonant implies loss of its mora and disruption to the syllable that heads the foot (compare the PARASITIC DELINKING of Hayes 1989). When the foot structure is disrupted, and the match between the right edge of the stem and foot is broken, the diacritic is lost (or cannot have any effect). This is also true for underlingly long vowels; the assignment of the diacritic to the (CV:) foot must precede closed-syllable shortening, but this diacritic is also lost or ineffectual under resyllabification.

7.2 Lexical exceptionality Lexical exceptionality is often claimed to be associated with morphemes, rather than phonological objects (Pater 2007, Gouskova 2012), but it has also been argued that lexically indexed constraints are sometimes affiliated with phonological elements (Round 2017). In Kashaya, we cannot rely on morphemes alone; many long vowels arise from elision across morphemes, and behave the same way as underlingly long vowels. But the diacritic on (CV:) feet is predictable, and should not be specified underlingly as exceptionality. The only situation requiring an underlying diacritic is indeed linked to particular morphemes, such as /tacac/; but I suggest it is transferred to the foot that is right-aligned with this stem.

Although it is not necessary (or perhaps permissible) to mark feet as underlingly exceptional in Kashaya, the analysis proposed does posit a diacritic that is ultimately affiliated with a phonological constituent – here, the foot rather than the more typical segment. An important remaining question is the mechanism that assigns this diacritic to the foot. I have no formal proposal to make on this point; typologically informed predictions must await similar cases in other languages.
7.3 Restriction to CVC Only C-final words have lexical post-accentuation; thus, there is no word like */bihše/ with accent shift parallel to attested */acac'/. Under the analysis that requires transfer of the stem-specified diacritic to a right-aligned foot, this restriction follows naturally, since with extrametricality, the final light syllable of actual /bihše/ ‘deer’ will not form a foot by itself and no diacritic could be transferred under conditions of alignment. (If the word occurs alone, it is footed <bih>-<kó>, but by definition there is no following material to receive a shifted accent; compare (10).) There is also no detectable lexical accent shift for words such as /qāli/ ‘above, high’, since the long vowel already causes the same effect.

Another situation in which no lexical accent shift occurs is longer stems such as /butaq/ ‘bear’ and /sulemat/ ‘rope’. In principle, we might expect to find lexical items of the type *<su-<lemajt/>’ with accent shift from this stem, which does align with a foot. But here we can rely again on the fact that the diacritic has to transfer to the foot itself, by the proviso that only nonbranching feet – that is, (CV:) and (CVC) – are able to take this diacritic, making the branching foot in trisyllabic stems ineligible.

Of course, in the more complex case of foot flipping (15), a branching foot of the shape (CVC:) eventually does show accent shift. But as argued by Buckley (1994a,b), the initial phonological context for this shift is (CV:), to which a following CV is adjoined, with subsequent movement of a mora. These steps are more challenging to implement in an OT context; but if these steps are not permitted, that leaves us with a rather different source of accent shift in foot-flipping words, such as an output-output correspondence (Buckley 1999); and this correspondence effect might easily bypass the nonbranching restriction that applies to the direct assignment of the diacritic.

8 Conclusion

Kashaya accent shift occurs in several contexts. One situation is entirely transparent, with (CV:) feet. Another might be called lexically “transparent”, with certain stems that have a stem-final (CVC) foot; this is still clearly mediated by prosody, as seen by the loss of shift under resyllabification. Two contexts are opaque: a (CVC) that arises from closed-syllable shortening of (CV:C), and (CVC:) resulting from underlying CV: + CV.

I have argued for an analysis as alignment to a diacritically marked foot. A specific advantage of the alignment approach in Kashaya is that it avoids positing abstract underlying vowel length that never surfaces in any realization of the morpheme. The inherent connection to edges accounts for the lack of word-internal abstract length. Extending the diacritic to all instances of accent shift, even those attributable to surface vowel length, unifies the divergent sources of shifted accent, including opaque triggers that have undergone shortening in closed syllables. Importantly, reference to alignment of edges accounts for the loss of accent shift under resyllabification. A remaining question is how this kind of prosodic diacritic fits into a larger theoretical picture; only additional examples from other languages will allow us to pursue a clear answer to this question.
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